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Clossey, Luke, 1975-Salvation and The original proposal repeatedly ran up against the warning that this project was too grand for any one person. This warning turned out to be prophetic, and this book has turned out to be the result of the work of what was the finest support network to ever grace the life of a historian. This could not have been written without the faith and financial support of my benefactors. The trail of these global missionaries' records led me around the world, to research in a dozen countries, and expenses (even for often creative lodging) quickly mounted. I could sympathize with the Jesuit Luis Javier Martín, who wrote (from my patria California) in 1762, "Where have we come to be? This is doubtless the very ends of the earth."
† My time researching and writing was supported by the Susan G.
Katz Graduate Fellowship, a Berkeley Fellowship for Graduate Studies, a Fulbright Graduate Fellowship, the UC Berkeley History Department, the Fondazione Lemmermann, the Bavarian State Ministry for Science, Research, and Art Grant, the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, and a Simon Fraser University President's Research Grant. This would not have been written without the patient guidance of many experts. Foremost in this regard are the members of my dissertation committee, Thomas A. Brady, Jr., William B. Taylor, and Elizabeth A. Honig, who equalled the dukes of Bavaria in faith and generosity. My gratitude goes to the archivists who assisted me despite their doubts as to the sanity of anyone who searches for Mexican materials in German archives and German materials in Mexican archives, and especially to the late Stefania Cattani, who was too busy being kindly efficient to ever doubt. A special thanks goes to the legions of language teachers, without whom this would have been impossible, for their efforts to hide their horror as they witnessed everything they taught me blend into a Sino-Arabic-Germano-Romantic pidgin. At its various
